Introduction {#S0001}
============

With the enormous progress achieved in clinical science and technology, the requirements on advanced biomaterials with designable structures and functions have become more and more urgent. The use of biomimetic principles and methods is an important and feasible strategy in preparing high-performance biomaterials. Therefore, it is extremely important to explore and understand the natural environment of living cells, which are helpful in the preparation of biomaterials with biomimetic structures and components. In human body, various cells are living in a dynamic extracellular matrix (ECM) environment with a three-dimensional (3D) structure. The formation of 3D structure in ECM is due to the collagen-based self-assembly process which is regulated in part by glycosaminoglycans, proteoglycans, and other proteins.[@CIT0001] ECM not only provides physical support for tissue integrity and elasticity but also regulates adhesion, migration, proliferation, apoptosis, and differentiation of surrounding cells, by serving as ligands for cell receptors such as integrin.[@CIT0002]--[@CIT0004] The use of native ECM is of special interest for cell culture and tissue engineering applications, due to the presence of intrinsic regulatory structure and bioactive factors.[@CIT0005] Up to now, many efforts have been made to develop the ECM-like biomaterials through mimicking the biological structures and chemical properties of natural ECM.

Aerogels were firstly produced by Kistler with supercritical drying method in the early 1930s, which is not referred to as a specific material, but a group of materials with extraordinary characteristics.[@CIT0006] The definition of aerogel has been given by IUPAC (international union of pure and applied chemistry) as a "gel comprised of a microporous solid in which the dispersed phase is a gas".[@CIT0007] With the rapid development in materials science, the types of aerogel recognized as matters with special characteristics have been largely extended, and the method for drying process is not necessary for the identification of aerogels. More materials with porous structure (e.g., xerogel and cryogel) are recognized as aerogel. For instance, the carbon nanotubes aerogels can be directly synthesized by catalytic chemical vapor deposition.[@CIT0008] Therefore, aerogel can be regarded as a state of matter with similar porous structure to solid networks of a gel with gas or vacuum in-between the skeletons.[@CIT0009] Due to the outstanding physicochemical properties, diverse aerogels have been developed and recognized as promising candidates for various applications, such as thermal insulation,[@CIT0010] photocatalysts,[@CIT0011] sensor,[@CIT0012],[@CIT0013] supercapacitor,[@CIT0014],[@CIT0015] and water treatment.[@CIT0016]

Presently, clinical treatments have impressively requirements on the generation of functional biomaterials with designable structures. Generally, aerogel can be facilely manufactured by replacing the liquid portion of wet gel materials with gas, by using proper drying technologies. The wet gels prepared by the sol--gel method usually have interconnected nanostructures formed by the assembling process of nanoparticles, polymer, or other nanostructural materials. By this strategy, the microstructures and physical characteristics of aerogels can be obtained; meanwhile, the sizes and shapes of aerogels are preserved from the initial wet gel materials. The resulting solid materials of aerogel are porous and ultralight, which are usually constructed with 3D cross-linked networks and partially resemble the physical characteristics of natural ECM. The porous microstructure in aerogel-based biomaterials is extremely favorable for the absorption and preservation of biological fluids, and features properties of fluid and molecule transport. Meanwhile, aerogel-based biomaterials may interact with adjacent cells, and then modulate diverse cellular functions (e.g., attachment, proliferation, migration, and differentiation).[@CIT0017],[@CIT0018] Especially, aerogel-based biomaterials with a high surface-to-volume ratio can provide 3D porous structure and partial mechanical support for homogeneous/isotropic growth of cells.[@CIT0019] Some specially designated aerogel-based biomaterials can provide biological or chemical/physical stimulation to direct cell growth for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine, which have presented with ideal properties in biomedical research and clinical applications.[@CIT0020]--[@CIT0022]

Various aerogel-based biomaterials made from macromolecules, inorganic materials, and organic-inorganic composite materials have been developed. Natural macromolecules are ideal choices and have been widely used for the preparation of aerogel-based biomaterials, including cellulose, collagen, gelatin, silk fibroin, chitosan, and so on.[@CIT0023] Meanwhile, the inorganic materials and their composites have also been used for aerogel-based biomaterials, such as hydroxyapatite, silica, graphene.[@CIT0021]--[@CIT0024] It is easy to achieve a good biocompatibility by selecting the composition of aerogel-based biomaterials. For example, many aerogel-based biomaterials originated from decellularized tissues have shown the porous structure and high biocompatibility, and have been used to facilitate tissue regeneration in clinical applications.[@CIT0025],[@CIT0026]

Over the past decades, the aerogel-based biomaterials that provide similar condition to the ECM environments for cell attachment, proliferation, and differentiation have attracted much interest and represented as a promising class of biomaterials for various biomedical applications, due to their porosity, permeability, high surface area, biocompatibility, and biomimetic structures ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). This review presents an up-to-date overview of the advances in aerogel-based biomaterials with high porous structure and highlights their major applications in wound healing, bone regeneration, and drug delivery. Figure 1The diagrammatic sketch illustrates the aerogel-based biomaterials for biomedical applications.

Aerogel-Based Biomaterials for Wound Healing {#S0002}
============================================

Wound healing is a complex process involving several stages and a range of cells, cytokines, and genes.[@CIT0027]--[@CIT0029] There are three phases in the repair of wound, including initial inflammatory phase, proliferative/repair phase, and remodeling phase.[@CIT0030] In the first phase, inflammation cells are rapidly recruited to wounded tissue. The inflammatory phase is critical to wound healing process, which is essential in cleaning contaminating bacteria and creating the facilitated environment for subsequent tissue repair or regeneration.[@CIT0031] In injured tissue, leukocytes (e.g., neutrophils, monocytes, and macrophages) not only remove the damaged cells and clots but also release different growth factors and cytokines which affect the following proliferative/repair phase.[@CIT0032] In proliferative/repair phase, the related cells can grow into the wound gap and displace the residual clots. Then, the process of wound healing could gradually complete after remodeling the ECM in injured tissue.

In this process, the conditions such as hypoxia, pH changes, and microbial growth in the injured tissue may negatively affect treatment outcome of wound healing.[@CIT0033] It is suggested that the suitable biomaterials will be significant to accelerate wound healing, by reducing exudation, encouraging clot formation, and enhancing the anti-microbial activity.[@CIT0034]--[@CIT0036] Therefore, biomaterials for wound dressing are expected to absorb exudate and toxic substances, allow gas exchange, and prevent the invasion of microorganisms. The large surface area, highly porous structure, and great permeability make the aerogel-based biomaterials capable of absorbing large amounts of aqueous fluids and providing an adequate moisture balance and pH in the wound site. A range of aerogels made from natural materials have been developed for wound healing, such as nanocellulose, alginate, collagen, and chitin/chitosan. These aerogels with high hydration abilities can minimize the amount of matter applied to wound area, reduce the electrostatic potential of the material, decrease metabolic stress over wounds, and provide specific properties to promote wound healing.[@CIT0037]

Nanocellulose-based biomaterials display excellent biocompatibility, biodegradability, and low cytotoxicity. Nanocelluloses that are usually prepared from plants or bacteria are economically competitive biomaterials, including cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) and cellulose nanofibrils (CNF). These nanocellulose-based materials have been suggested for various biomedical applications, such as orthopedic and dental implants, drug carriers, vascular grafts, and wound dressings.[@CIT0038] Recently, a number of studies have reported the fabrication of nanocellulose-based aerogels with different functions.[@CIT0039],[@CIT0040] For example, Nordli et al[@CIT0041] reported the preparation of ultrapure CNF-based aerogels using sodium hydroxide followed by TEMPO-mediated oxidation. The CNF aerogel has a low endotoxin level (45 EU/g) and great water absorbing capacity (4--5 times higher than that of alginate-based wound dressings). It has been widely accepted that the biomaterials used for human should be free of endotoxin.[@CIT0042] The results of cytotoxic assessments towards human epidermal keratinocytes and fibroblasts indicated that the CNF-based aerogels are equally safe as the commercially wound dressing (AquaCel^®^). These studies confirm that the CNF-based aerogels are excellent candidates for wound dressing.

Collagen is the main structural protein of the ECM in connective tissues. Various collagen and its composite-based biomaterials have been developed for wound healing. Recently, some molecules have been used as cross-linkers or functional additive agents for collagen-based biomaterials to achieve the excellent characteristic for wound healing and tissue regeneration.[@CIT0043] Dharunya et al[@CIT0044] reported a curcumin cross-linked collagen aerogel system with enhanced physical and mechanical properties, anti-proteolytic activity, and pro-angiogenic efficacy. The curcumin cross-linked collagen aerogel displayed a 3D microstructure, and the addition of curcumin did not influence the structure of aerogel. These porous structures not only enhanced the permeability and water-retaining ability but also promoted cell adhesion and proliferation. The pro-angiogenic properties and controlled anti-proteolytic activity of collagen-curcumin aerogels augmented their applications in biomedical field including restoration of damaged tissues. Govindarajan et al[@CIT0045] reported the progress of the wheat grass bioactive compounds-reinforced collagen-based aerogel system as an instructive scaffold for collagen turnover and angiogenesis for wound healing applications. As shown in [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}, the study illustrated the therapeutic efficacy of bioactive compounds from wheat grass for wound healing. Wheat grass extract contains several bioactive constituents and has been reported to display potent antibacterial and antioxidant effects, which are beneficial for wound healing.[@CIT0045],[@CIT0046] The bioactive compounds from wheat grass enhance the physicochemical and biomechanical properties of collagen aerogels with a 3D porous architecture similar to natural ECM. The sustained transportation of bioactive compounds across the aerogels to the cellular microenvironment displays antimicrobial and pro-angiogenic properties for enhanced wound healing. Figure 2The wheat grass bioactive compounds-reinforced collagen-based aerogel system as an instructive scaffold for collagen turnover and angiogenesis for wound healing applications.**Note:** Reprinted with permission from Govindarajan D, Durabandy N, Sriyatsan KV, et al. Fabrication of hybrid collagen aerogels reinforced with wheat grass bioactives as instructive scaffolds for collagen turnover and angiogenesis for wound healing applications. *ACS Appl Mater Interfaces*. 2017;9(20):16940--16951. Copyright (2017) American Chemical Society.[@CIT0045]

Chitosan, as a natural linear polysaccharide, can be obtained from shells of shrimp and other crustaceans and is abundant, widely available, and inexpensive materials. Chitosan-derived biomaterials have shown a promising commercial potential in wound healing, due to its adhesive nature and antimicrobial activity. A recent study has demonstrated that chitosan can avoid gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria growth, accelerate blood coagulation, and promote tissue regeneration.[@CIT0047] Radwan-Praglowska et al[@CIT0048] reported a microwave-assisted strategy for the synthesis of antioxidant chitosan aerogels which are further functionalized with Tilia platyphyllos extract. The as-prepared chitosan aerogels were demonstrated to significantly promote cell proliferation and inhibit the growth of Staphylococcus aureus. López-Iglesias et al[@CIT0049] reported chitosan-based aerogels as a potential approach to treat chronic wounds and to prevent infection, which have loaded with vancomycin. The chitosan aerogels showed fibrous and porous microstructures with high porosities (\> 96%) and large surface areas (\> 200 m^2^/g). Chitosan aerogels with vancomycin presented remarkable antibacterial effects, whereas, no significant negative effects on collagenase activity and the normal physiological process of wound healing. Concha et al[@CIT0037] reported highly neutralized, porous, and ultralight polymeric aerogels which were prepared from aqueous colloidal suspensions of chitosan and chondroitin sulfate (CS/ChS) nanocomplexes. The CS/ChS aerogels were light and soft, with facilitated mechanical properties for the application in open wounds. The CS/ChS aerogels were easily adapted to the wound contour due to their low toughness and hydration abilities. It was demonstrated that the CS/ChS aerogels did not affect the in vitro metabolic activity of 3T3 fibroblasts, and the rapid adaptation to the wound bed can significantly induce the early closure of open wounds ([Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). The applications of CS/ChS aerogels for would healing were based on their safety, low cost, and easiness to handle. The CS/ChS aerogels could also improve wound bed quality, granulation tissue, and suppress pain. Figure 3Preparation and application of aerogel in the closure of experimental wounds. (**A**) Step‐by‐step addition of equimolar amounts of both CS/ChS as model of complexation; (**B**) colloidal suspensions; and (**C**) aerogel after freeze-drying. (**D**) Wound closure in an animal model. The representative images demonstrated the progress of experimental wound closure. Open wounds of 0.80 cm^2^ in diameter made on the back of a rabbit received CS/ChS aerogels (right) and normal saline solution (left). The wounds were subsequently photographed on the days indicated in the figure.**Notes:** Reproduced with permission from Concha M, Vidal A, Giacaman A, et al.Aerogels made of chitosan and chondroitin sulfate at high degree of neutralization: biological properties toward wound healing. *J Biomed Mater Res B*. 2018;106(6):2464--2471. © 2018 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.[@CIT0037]

Apart from the natural macromolecules-based biomaterials, inorganic and composite aerogels have also been prepared and applied for wound healing. It has been reported that inorganic and composite aerogels have remarkable absorption capacity and hemostatic performance. Quan et al[@CIT0050],[@CIT0051] reported that cross-linked graphene aerogels could not only absorb plasma quickly but also induced rapid blood coagulation by absorbing erythrocytes and platelets. The cross-linked graphene aerogels promoted clotting by immediately absorbing plasma (\<40 ms) and forming a blood cell layer. Thereafter, the enrichment of hemocytes and platelets on the wound surface leads to fast blood coagulation. Mellado et al[@CIT0052] prepared dry and stable composite aerogels with graphene oxide (GO) and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) by a sol-gel method, and incorporated the natural extracts of País grape into the aerogels ([Figure 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}). The PVA strengthened the porous structure of the composite aerogels with grape extracts. The aerogels exhibited great stability and rapid water absorption capacity, showing excellent coagulation and bioactive compounds capacity. Considering the remarkable hemostatic performance, simple preparation process, low cost, and nontoxicity, these new GO-based aerogels have displayed great potential in the management of trauma bleeding, wound healing and dermal delivery.

Wound healing involves complex mechanisms in the human body, such as multiple cellular pathways and different molecules. Biomaterials with single constituent or function are difficult to successfully solve all the problems occurred in the wound healing process. The reparative process in wound requires different functions of biomaterials in different phases, such as protection, absorption of exudate, encouraging clot formation, microbial resistance, and so on. Therefore, the applications of drug-loaded and composite aerogels are considered promising strategies for wound healing. The aerogels can provide a fast local administration of the growth factors, antibiotics, and other drugs at the wound site to promote tissue regeneration and prevent infections after wound debridement. On the other hand, inorganic nanoparticles (e.g., mesoporous silica nanoparticles and silver-based nanomaterials) with good biological properties have been widely used for wound healing.[@CIT0053]--[@CIT0056] The mesoporous silica nanoparticles have a porous structure which is suitable for drug loading and release. The silver-based nanomaterials are common antibacterial materials, which have displayed favorable effects in inhibitingboth gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria. Therefore, the applications ofdrug-loaded mesoporous silica nanoparticles and silver-based nanomaterials may obviously shorten the wound healing time and inhibit the pathological inflammation.[@CIT0056] Figure 4Composite aerogels from graphene oxide (GO) and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) incorporated with natural extracts of País grape seed and skin by a sol-gel method. These porous GO-reinforced PVA aerogels with the inclusion of PAs promoted the coagulation on the wound surface, showing great potential in dermal, hemostatic, and wound healing applications.**Note:** Reprinted with permission from Mellado C, Figueroa T, Baez R, et al. Development of graphene oxide composite aerogel with proanthocyanidins with hemostatic properties as a delivery system. *ACS Appl Mater Interfaces*. 2018;10(9):7717--7729. Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society.[@CIT0052]

Aerogel-Based Biomaterials for Bone Regeneration {#S0003}
================================================

Bones constitute the vertebrate skeleton, which not only support and protect the body but also are the place to produce red and white blood cells, and store minerals. Bones are strong and hard, due to the complex internal and external microstructures. They are formed with a composite of \~70% mineral (mostly hydroxyapatite (HA) nanocrystals) and \~30% organics (e.g., collagen and glycoproteins) by dry weight.[@CIT0057],[@CIT0058] Cancellous bone has porous structure (porosity 40--90%) made of a connected network of mineralized organic matrix.[@CIT0059],[@CIT0060] These biomineralized networks in the cancellous bone simultaneously provide large specific surface area, interconnected pores, and excellent mechanical properties. Aerogels-based biomaterials have 3D cross-linked networks that partially mimic the natural microstructure of cancellous bone. On the other hand, synthesized HA-based biomaterials display high biocompatibility, degradability, and bioactivity similar to the inorganic constituent of bones, making them excellent candidates for bone tissue engineering/repair applications.[@CIT0061]

The rich diversities of natural structures have been extensively investigated in recent decades, providing inspirations as well as challenges for the fabrication of various biomaterials.[@CIT0062] One-dimensional structure particularly biomimetics the native structure of mineralized collagen fibrils, and may be practically used in the fabrication of HA-based biomaterials. In recent years, a novel solvothermal strategy has been applied to synthesis HA nanowires and microtubes with a great length to diameter ratio, and the length of these HA nanowires and microtubes can be up to several tens of micrometers.[@CIT0063]--[@CIT0065] These HA nanowires and microtubes have been further manufactured into various materials with different structures, including ordered structures and aerogel structures.[@CIT0066]--[@CIT0069] For example, to mimic the microstructures of cancellous bone, Zhang et al[@CIT0069] applied a new strategy to prepare ultralight HA nanowire aerogels with 3D-interconnected and porous meshwork microstructure ([Figure 5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}). The HA nanowire aerogels presented an ultrahigh porosity (∼99.7%), ultralow density (8.54 mg/cm^3^), and high elasticity. These HA nanowire aerogels can be used in air filter and continuous oil--water separation. Significantly, these HA nanowire aerogels exhibited a highly porous structure, which is similar to the porous meshwork of the cancellous bones in both nanoscale and macroscale. Therefore, the HA nanowire aerogel is regarded as highly promising for biomedical applications, especially for bone repair or tissue engineering.

Comparing with common HA materials (e.g., HA nanoparticle), one-dimensional HA materials with big aspect ratio (e.g., HA nanowire) usually display good flexibility and can be used for preparing composite scaffolds with collagen or other macromolecules to mimic the structure of natural bone. Sun et al[@CIT0070] reported HA nanowires/collagen-based porous scaffold which was prepared by a freeze drying method and subsequent chemical crosslinking. The HA nanowires/collagen aerogel scaffold had good mechanical properties and can promote the adhesion and spreading of mesenchymal stem cells. Moreover, the in vivo experiments revealed that the HA nanowires/collagen-based porous scaffold significantly enhanced the regeneration of bone defects. Sun et al[@CIT0071] also reported zinc‐containing nanoparticle‐decorated HA nanowires which were prepared by a one‐step solvothermal method. As shown in [Figure 6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}, the zinc‐containing HA nanowires have shown hierarchical rough surface and could be well incorporated into composite porous scaffolds with chitosan by a freeze‐drying method. The composite porous scaffolds with enhanced mechanical properties not only induced the osteogenic differentiation of rat bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (rBMSCs) but also promoted the regeneration of bone defects. Figure 5(**A**) Schematic illustration of the microstructure of the cancellous bone. (**B**) Representative images and SEM micrographs of the cancellous bone from the femur of a mature New Zealand white rabbit. (**C**) Representative images and SEM micrographs of the HA nanowire aerogel. The HA nanowire aerogel exhibits a highly porous structure, which is similar to the porous meshwork of the cancellous bone in both nanoscale and macroscale.**Note:** Reprinted with permission from Zhang Y-G, Zhu Y-J, Xiong Z-C, Wu J, Chen F. Bioinspired ultralight inorganic aerogel for highly efficient air filtration and oil-water separation. *ACS Appl Mater Interfaces*. 2018;10(15):13019--13027. Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society.[@CIT0069]Figure 6Cell adhesion and proliferation on the porous scaffolds. (**A**--**C**) Cytoskeleton staining and (**D**--**F**) SEM images of rBMSCs on the scaffolds after 3 days of culture: (**A**) and (**D**) CS, (**B**) and (**E**) UHANWs/CS, and (**C**) and (**F**) Zn‐UHANWs/CS; (**G**--**I**) live/dead cell staining (green for live cells, and red for dead cells) of rBMSCs on the scaffolds after 7 days of culture: (**G**) CS, (**H**) UHANWs/CS, and (**I**) Zn‐UHANWs/CS; (**J**) the live cell densities (defined as the green area/total area×100%) on the porous scaffolds of CS, UHANWs/CS, and Zn‐UHANWs/CS. \**p*\<0.05 compared with the CS scaffold group.**Note: **Reproduced with permission from Sun T-W, Yu W-L, Zhu Y-J, et al. Porous nanocomposite comprising ultralong hydroxyapatite nanowires decorated with zinc-containing nanoparticles and chitosan: synthesis and application in bone defect repair. *Chem Eur J*. 2018;24(35):8809--882. © 2018 Wiley‐VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.[@CIT0071]

Moreover, Zhang et al[@CIT0068] reported porous and ultralight HA microtube-based ceramic aerogels with an ordered structure. Firstly, HA microtubes with a single HA phase, monodisperse and high biocompatibility were successfully synthesized by a one-step solvothermal method. Then, HA microtube-based ceramic aerogels with porous and ordered structures were prepared through a freeze-drying method and subsequent sintering at 1300°C under an air atmosphere. The unique tubular structure has been well preserved in HA microtube ceramic aerogels after sintering. The HA microtube aerogels displayed high porosities (89%-96%), ultralow densities (94.1 to 349.9 mg/cm^3^), high compressive strengths (up to 1 MPa), interconnected tubular channels, high permeability, and excellent biocompatibility. Meanwhile, the monodispersed HA microtubes could be well blended with chitosan to prepare porous composite scaffolds by a freeze-drying method.[@CIT0072] The HA microtubes greatly improved the mechanical properties of the composite scaffolds, comparing with the pure chitosan scaffolds and chitosan--HA nanorod composite scaffolds. Meanwhile, the hollow structure of HA microtubes was propitious to drug-loading. The HA microtubes-chitosan composite scaffold displayed a good drug-loading capacity, sustained drug release behavior, and antibacterial activity. The ultralong microtube was a new structure of HA-based materials, displaying great potential for biomedical applications. The HA microtube-based ceramic aerogels and composite porous scaffolds have displayed distinguished physical, chemical, and biological properties, compared with other reported HA materials, and might be promising candidates for further applications in bone regenerative medicine.

The biomaterials with multifunction such as high biocompatibility, biodegradability, bioactivity, and drug delivery properties are promising in bone repair applications. HA nanowires have displayed potentials for further functionalization. For example, the HA nanowire\@magnesium silicate nanosheets (HANW\@MS) core-shell porous hierarchical nanocomposites have been prepared by a simple template method.[@CIT0073] Comparing with HA nanowires, the core-shell porous hierarchical nanostructures exhibited remarkably increased specific surface areas and pore volumes, which were suitable for drug loading and sustained release. The porous scaffold was subsequently prepared by incorporating the HANW\@MS into the chitosan (CS) matrix. The resultant HANW\@MS/CS scaffolds not only promoted cell attachment and growth but also stimulated the osteogenic and angiogenic differentiation of stem cells. Moreover, the HANW\@MS/CS porous scaffolds significantly induced the in vivo bone regeneration, owing to the high bioactive performance ([Figure 7](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}). Apart from the one-dimensional structure, the self-assembling HA materials have also been fabricated into aerogel-based porous scaffolds. Copper (Cu)-doped mesoporous HA microspheres (Cu-MHMs) have been synthesized by a microwave-assisted hydrothermal method and demonstrated a hierarchical structure and a highly specific surface area.[@CIT0074] The Cu-MHMs were then incorporated into a scaffold with CS macromolecule, which maintained a high porosity and a property to continuously release Cu ions. Importantly, the in vivo experiment suggested that the Cu-MHM/CS porous scaffolds enhanced bone regeneration by simultaneously inducing osteogenesis and angiogenesis of injured tissue, which was favorable for the reconstruction of vascularized tissue-engineered bone. Figure 7Micro-CT assessment of newly formed bone and blood vessels in rat calvarial defect regions after implantation of scaffolds of CS, HANWs/CS, and HANW\@MS/CS for 12 weeks. (**A**) Three-dimensional (3-D) and coronal views of reconstructed calvarial images. (**B**) Newly formed blood vessels presented by 3-D reconstructed images. Morphometric analysis was completed for the percentage of newly formed bone volume (BV/TV) (**C**), blood vessel number (**D**), and blood vessel area (**E**) in the defects. \**p* \< 0.05 compared to CS scaffold; \#*p* \< 0.05 compared to HANWs/CS scaffold.**Note:** Reprinted with permission from Sun T-W, Yu W-L, Zhu Y-J, et al.Hydroxyapatite nanowire\@magnesium silicate core-shell hierarchical nanocomposite: synthesis and application in bone regeneration. *ACS Appl Mater Interfaces*. 2017;9(19):16435--16447. Copyright (2017) American Chemical Society.[@CIT0073]

Recently, more and more biomaterials have been developed for bone-related studies apart from the HA-based aerogel biomaterials. Strontium (Sr)-doped amorphous calcium phosphate porous microspheres (SrAPMs) with a higher specific surface area than normal HA materials were synthesized using fructose 1,6-bisphosphate trisodium salt. Then, the biomimetic SrAPMs based porous scaffolds with a morphology of aerogel were further constructed with collagen, which were applied as antibiotic carriers to induce bone regeneration.[@CIT0075] Weng et al[@CIT0076] reported ultralight 3D composite nanofiber aerogels which were composed of electrospun PLGA-collagen-gelatin and Sr--Cu co-doped bioactive glass fibers, with incorporation of heptaglutamate E7 domain-specific BMP‐2 (E7‐BMP‐2) peptides. A sustained release of E7‐BMP‐2 peptide from the degradable aerogels significantly enhanced bone healing and defect closure over 8 weeks, in comparison to blank control. This study for the first time demonstrated the fabrication of 3D nanofiber aerogels from 2D electrospun fibers with therapeutic osteoinductive BMP‐2 mimicking peptides for cranial bone tissue regeneration. Recently, Li et al[@CIT0077] developed a sugarcane aerogel derived borate glass scaffolds, through an in situ bioglass modification strategy ([Figure 8](#F0008){ref-type="fig"}). The multilevel structure of this Gramineae plant was maintained in the borate glass scaffolds. As a result, the as-prepared 3D scaffolds highly resemble the element compositions and structures of native bones. Moreover, the results of in vivo implantation indicated that the microstructural orientation of this 3D scaffold significantly promotes the regeneration of bone defect. Figure 8(**A**) Optical image of sugarcane aerogel (SA); (**B**--**D**) SEM and EDS of transverse section of the sugarcane aerogel (Horizontal SA/III); (**E**--**G**) SEM and EDS of longitudinal section of the sugarcane aerogel (Vertical SA/IV); (**H**) Optical image of sugarcane derived borate bioglass scaffolds (SBBS); (**I**--**K**) SEM and EDS of transverse section of the SBBS (Horizontal BG-B/V); (**L**--**N**) SEM and EDS of longitudinal section of the SBBS (Vertical BG-B/VI); (**O**) Optical image of the cured SBBS; (**P**--**R**) SEM and EDS of transverse section of the cured SBBS (Horizontal BG-A/VII); (**S**--**U**) SEM and EDS of longitudinal section of the cured SBBS (Vertical BG-A/VII).**Note:** Reprinted with permission from Li T, Ai F, Shen W, et al. Microstructural orientation and precise regeneration: a proof-of-concept study on the sugar-cane-derived implants with bone mimetic hierarchical structure. *ACS Biomater Sci Eng*. 2018;4(12):4331--433. Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society.[@CIT0077]

Aerogel-Based Biomaterials for Drug Delivery {#S0004}
============================================

Due to the tuned and controlled structures with high surface areas, aerogel-based biomaterials have been considered as a promising candidate for drug loading and delivery. In order to be applied in different applications, aerogels can be synthesized in various shapes and surface properties. Three steps are generally included for synthesizing aerogel-based carriers for drug delivery, including sol-gel process, aging, and drying.[@CIT0078] Aerogels can increase the bioavailability of poorly soluble drugs, and improve both the stability and release kinetics of drugs due to the high surface area. In the last decades, the research of aerogel-based biomaterials has made significant progress in pharmaceutical sciences. Various inorganic, organic, and composite aerogels have been developed and possess huge potential in different drug delivery applications.[@CIT0079]

Polysaccharides from plants have been widely applied in various fields and presented as an alternative to non-renewable synthetic polymers from fossil. Polysaccharide-based aerogels are attractive candidates as drug carriers due to their exceptional biocompatibility, biodegradability, porous structure, large surface area, and drug-loading capacity.[@CIT0080] For example, aerogel microspheres made from starch, pectin, and alginate have been prepared and used to load and release different drugs.[@CIT0081],[@CIT0082] Significantly, these studies point out the possibility of tuning drug loading and release kinetics by choosing suitable polysaccharide-based aerogels.

The starch-based aerogels with excellent biocompatibility and biodegradability have been widely used in drug delivery, due to a wide range of sources and the porous structure.[@CIT0083]--[@CIT0085] Pawar et al[@CIT0086] reported a starch-based drug delivery material which was developed by converting native starch from hydrogel to aerogel. This starch-based aerogels improved the dissolution and oral bioavailability of a poorly water-soluble antifungal drug of Itraconazole. Marco et al[@CIT0087] reported a maize starch-based aerogel which was suitable for loading vitamin E and vitamin K3 using supercritical CO~2~ adsorption. The loading rate of two poorly water-soluble vitamins was about 95--98%, and the dissolution rate was also largely improved.

Carrageenan, as an anionic polysaccharide with high availability, thermo-stability, and biocompatibility, offered many advantages in drug delivery. Alnaief et al[@CIT0088] produced aerogel-based microparticles using three different commercial carrageenan. The biodegradable carrageenan aerogel-based microparticles had high specific surface area (ranging between 33 and 174 m^2^/g), and good pore volumes and sizes. Obaidat et al[@CIT0089] reported a emulsion-gelation technique to prepare carrageenan aerogel-based microparticles, and the drug of Ibuprofen was successfully loaded in these porous microparticles. These aerogel-based microparticles displayed significantly enhanced drug release properties. Salgado et al[@CIT0090] produced barley and yeast β-glucans aerogels by a gelation process in aqueous solution, followed by solvent exchange and drying with supercritical CO~2~, which were used for acetylsalicylic acid loading and release. Lopez-Iglesias et al[@CIT0049] reported chitosan-based aerogel beads with a fibrous structure, which showed high porosity (\>96%) and large surface area (\>200 m^2^/g). This chitosan-based aerogel beads are applied to load vancomycin drug for chronic wounds. Veres et al[@CIT0091] reported aerogel beads (d=3--5 mm) of iron(III)-crosslinked alginate, and loaded with ibuprofen through an adsorptive deposition process from supercritical CO~2~. The pH of the medium and the size of aerogel particles showed significant effects on drug release, and the incorporation of ascorbic acid also accelerated the drug release. Different methods were developed to prepare nanostructured aerogel particles with controlled release profile and aerodynamic performance of relevance for oral inhalation purposes. Lopez-Iglesias et al[@CIT0092] developed alginate-based aerogel microspheres through thermal inkjet printing followed by supercritical drying. These aerogel microspheres were used for sustained pulmonary drug delivery to manage and treat asthma attacks and chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases.

The natural polymer of cellulose usually has a low density and high porosity, biocompatibility, and biodegradability, which have huge pharmaceutical potentials in drug delivery and other biomedical applications.[@CIT0093] The cellulose aerogels can be prepared by sol--gel process and gel drying, using various sources of cellulose including nanocellulose, bacterial cellulose, regenerated cellulose, and cellulose derivatives. For example, nanocellulose-based materials have an extremely high surface area, hygroscopic, and swelling tendency, leading to a maximum drug-loading performance. Meanwhile, the floating tendency, swelling ability, and the mucoadhesive property of nanocellulose aerogel also induced the controllable drug release property, making it possible to release drugs through skin penetration and implant coating.[@CIT0094] The cellulose-based composite or grafted aerogels have also been investigated as drug carriers. Wang et al[@CIT0095] reported complex aerogels made from chitosan, carboxymethyl cellulose, and graphene oxide, which were synthesized using calcium ion as the crosslinker. The sustained release of 5-fluorouracil from the complex aerogels was complied with a drug release model of Fickian diffusion. Furthermore, this complex aerogel displayed pH-responsive drug release properties, due to the pH sensitivity of chitosan and cellulose, which could be further developed as an effective chemotherapeutic agent in tumor treatment. Zhao et al[@CIT0096] reported aerogels of polyethylenimine-grafted cellulose nanofibrils (CNFs-PEI) as a new drug delivery system ([Figure 9](#F0009){ref-type="fig"}). The CNFs-PEI aerogels had a high drug-loading capability (287.39 mg/g) using a water-soluble drug of sodium salicylate (NaSA), and this drug-loading process was well complied to Langmuir isotherm and pseudo-second-order kinetics models. Thereafter, a sustained and controlled drug release behavior of these CNFs-PEI aerogels was observed, which was highly dependent on pH and temperature. Considering the unique pH- and temperature-responsive drug release properties and high biodegradability and biocompatibility, the CNFs-PEI aerogels were promising candidates in controlled drug delivery. Figure 9Schematic illustration of (**A**) the preparation process of the polyethylenimine (PEI) grafted cellulose nanofibrils (CNFs) aerogels and (**B**) the reaction mechanism of the grafting process.**Note:** Reprinted with permission from Zhao J, Lu C, He X, Zhang X, Zhang W, Zhang X. Polyethylenimine-grafted cellulose nanofibril aerogels as versatile vehicles for drug delivery. *ACS Appl Mater Interfaces*. 2015;7(4):2607--2615. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society.[@CIT0096]

Apart from the aforementioned macromolecule-based aerogels, the inorganic aerogels have also been studied as drug carriers. Silicon-based aerogels are the most popular inorganic aerogels, and numerous researches have proved that silicon aerogels have outstanding performances in delivering both hydrophobic and hydrophilic drugs.[@CIT0097]--[@CIT0100] The physical characteristics (e.g., pore diameter, surface area, and micropore volume) significantly affect the density and the drug-loading capacity of silica aerogels.[@CIT0101] Therefore, further studies on the design and structural control of silica aerogels are warranted for developing suitable physical characteristics for drug delivery. Zhang et al[@CIT0102] developed a surfactant-free method to prepare silica aerogel microspheres with hierarchically porous structure, which had a huge packing density ranging from 62 to 230 mg/cm^3^ and BET surface area ranging from 800 to 960 m^2^/g. This low density and high BET surface area might benefit their drug loading and release. Rajanna et al[@CIT0103] described a method to produce hollow silica aerogel microspheres (HSAMs) and granular silica aerogel microparticles (GSAMs) for drug delivery, using an inexpensive and biocompatible silica source of rice husk ash (RHA). This method involved a two-step sol--gel process, solvent exchange and subsequently drying with supercritical CO~2~. The HSAMs showed high loading capacity of ibuprofen (0.47 g per g of HSAM). Furthermore, a fast drug release profile of ibuprofen from this HSAMs system was observed, indicating that HSAMs were good carriers for drug delivery. Afrashi et al[@CIT0104] compared the drug loading and release properties of silica-aerogel, poly (vinyl alcohol) nanofibers and films. The result of drug (fluconazole) release experiment indicated that the silica aerogel had faster drug release performance than other samples, due to high surface area and porosity. About 80% of the loaded drugs on silica aerogels were released within 60 min, while the same amount of the pure drug of fluconazole was released in 225 min. The high drug-loading capacity and fast release kinetics confirmed that silica-aerogel is suitable for drug delivery in certain applications.[@CIT0105]

Composite aerogels bring the advantages of inorganic and organic materials together, resulting in promising carriers with controlled properties for drug delivery. For example, silica-gelatin composite aerogels, as new drug delivery devices, were not only nontoxic but also affect the cells behavior.[@CIT0106] Veres et al[@CIT0107] reported a silica-gelatin composite aerogel (3 wt.% gelatin content), and a strong hydration of the silica-gelatin skeleton could be facilitated with rapid desorption and dissolution of loaded drugs from aerogel. Follmann et al[@CIT0108] reported organic--inorganic composite aerogel with one-dimensionally aligned pores, which were achieved by dispersing mesoporous silica nanoparticles in a polymer solution and freeze-drying. These aerogels were demonstrated as sustained and prolonged release systems for a hydrophobic drug, with high performance on encapsulation efficiency (\>75%) and sustained drug release (over 50 days or more). These new composite aerogels could be highly appealing biomaterials for drug delivery.

Conclusion and Outlook {#S0005}
======================

Aerogels, being ultra-light materials, have cross-linked 3D structures which are constructed with polymers, inorganic materials, and composites. Aerogels display high porosity with excellent surface area and partially resemble the physical characteristics of natural ECM. Therefore, aerogel-based biomaterials may interact with adjacent cells, and then modulate diverse cellular functions such as attachment, migration, and differentiation. The porous 3D structure in aerogel-based biomaterials may enable cells attachment and growth in both planar and perpendicular directions, which avoid restricting polarity of cells. Meanwhile, the biocompatibility and biodegradation of aerogel-based biomaterials can be well regulated through the selection of substances. With porous structure and high permeability, aerogel-based biomaterials have attracted growing interest in the biomedical field. This review highlights the recent advances of aerogel-based biomaterials and their biomedical applications including wound healing, bone regeneration, and drug delivery, expecting to help researchers understand the current status and tendency of aerogel-based biomaterials in biomedical application.

Aerogel-based biomaterials with high porosity are propitious to absorbed large amounts of aqueous fluids, and to provide adequate moisture balance and pH for promoting wound healing. The loading of drugs in the aerogel-based biomaterials can provide a fast local administration of the growth factors and antibiotics at the wound site to promote tissue regeneration and prevent infections. Through the selection of substances and the additives of functional components or drugs, aerogels could realize a series of functions to shorten wound healing time and inhibit the pathological inflammation, such as protection, absorption, coagulation, resistance, duration, and antimicrobial activity. Meanwhile, aerogel-based biomaterials made from HA and its composite can simultaneously mimic the structure and chemical properties of bone, and have promising prospects in the applications of bone regeneration. Synthesized HA and its composite-based aerogel-based biomaterials display high biocompatibility, degradability, and bioactivity. These aerogels simulate the biomineralized networks in the cancellous bone, and provide large specific surface area, interconnected pores for cell growth, which is regarded as highly promising for bone repair or tissue engineering. Furthermore, aerogel-based biomaterials are also displaying high performance in drug delivery. With the tuned and controlled porous structures, aerogel-based biomaterials improve the wettability and reduced crystallinity of drugs, and raise the bioavailability of poorly soluble drug by improving both stability and release kinetics of drugs. With these superiorities, aerogel-based biomaterials will be promising candidates for drugs/proteins loading and delivery.

Although some significant progress have been made in the preparation and application of aerogel-based biomaterials, there are still some problems that need to be solved urgently. At present, most of the studies in aerogel-related fields still focus on the preparation strategy and performance investigation, including the regulation on the structures or properties. There is relatively little research conducted on the aerogel-related molecular dynamics theory or computational materials science. Meanwhile, the components and functions of aerogel-based biomaterials should meet the strict requirements in biomedical application. It is an important strategy for designing and preparing the functional aerogel-based composite biomaterials by selecting different components and exploring their synergistic effects. Aerogels have high porosity, which usually leads to insufficient mechanical properties. For example, aerogels-based biomaterials are often brittle and have low strength. The strategy for preparing aerogel-based biomaterials with controllable elasticity and strength is very meaningful. Although there are many problems that need to be studied, as a new functional material system, aerogel-based biomaterials have already shown promising application prospects in the field of biomedicine.
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